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About This Game

Obsessed by dreams of a mysterious circus, Joy awakens each night with tears and the dreadful feeling that her waking life is
the real nightmare. Why are these recurring visions troubling her and why does she sense such a strong connection to a place

that she has never been before? Could it be that the circus is real?

Follow Joy as she discovers the real-life source of her nightmares. Search for clues to help spark Joy's memories of a forgotten
past. Solve puzzles, play curious mini-games, and collect peculiar items in an eerie quest for answers.

Discover the origin of an inexplicable existence with adventure in Lost Circus.

Wander the ruins of an abandoned circus on a dark and stormy night.

Search for clues to reveal signs and spark memories of a forgotten past.

Solve puzzles, play curious mini-games, and collect peculiar items.

Enjoy Casual or Expert mode while also playing a bonus side quest.

This is a Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game, meaning a specific genre of story-driven, point & click adventures.
Throughout the game, players are tasked to find a list of objects hidden within a particular scene, and to occasionally complete
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various mini-games/puzzles.
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can be fun but physics suck connecting points act like hinges and that really takes away from any integrity your bridge might
otherwise have. To be fair, I have only played the game about 45 minutes. So far, I haven't really seen any "adult" content but
everything works & I'm enjoying the story. Diffcultly is just the right balance. :)

Edit: Lorelay is now in party.. The best EA simulator since 1990-s!. Also a guilty pleasure thingy of mine
Aslo the character design of this makes me think I'm high. This DLC adds:

- lots of new items: 9 unique armor sets, as well as 2 new weapons of every type and numerous accessories
- new enemies
- new locations
- 6 more main quests and several sidequests and tasks
-> at least 25 hours of gameplay

If you like Kingdoms of Amalur, I strongly recommend buying this! In my opinion it's better than the "Legend of Dead Kel"
DLC, which is great as well. I liked Teeth of Naros even better than the main story!. Terrible. I think it could have potential in
the right hands, but the developer planned an update soon, 1 year ago, and no update. He has more or less abandoned it.. I see
you guys are still in early access. I just wanted to leave a short "review" saying... SUPPORT THIS GAME! People, if you like
Rogue Legacy, think of this as the cousin to it... only with guns. And in comic form. It has so much to give already, and they
keep adding more. I stopped playing a few months back after I basically had most things unlocked. I'm excited to give it a fresh
go, to see what changed.

Devs... keep your spirits up, and keep on making quality stuff. The fans will wait. Your work will stand for itself, so don't feel
pressured to rush anything.. Look at this as a simulator and you'll be let down. Looking at this as a truck-themed arcade game,
and you'll praise:

\u2022 An amazing map - no prefabricated undersized intersections. The bespoke highways are properly scaled and a joy to
drive on. You can do more than 30mph without tipping over. The map itself is huge - takes several hours to cross despite higher
speeds and straighter roads than ETS

\u2022 You can see your hired drivers on the road as they work, and join them in competitive jobs

\u2022 A far, far, far more detailed truck diagnostics system than other games. Worn brake pads grind against the discs and
degrade braking performance. Panels get beat up, the engine runs like crap.

\u2022 The truck upgrade system is excellent and features things like side and rear mounted cameras to cover blind spots.

\u2022 Cops (could be a con for some!)

\u2022 Nice side-missions, help out hitchhikers if you want, pick up extra jobs from caf\u00e9s or over the radio

That isn't to say this game is without flaws. The iffy handling and dodgy physics are geared to racing, not driving. There are
competitive jobs where you are pitted against other drivers to race cargo to its destination (very unrealistic). There are also truck
races and out-of-this-world missions to complete, too.

In summary, don't look at it as a sim and you will be able to forgive its shortcomings. Go for a race or forgive the iffy handling
and go for a really scenic drive.. Short, fun, challenging.
Need a second part :3. If this game is not being purchased for it's nostalgia, do not buy it. It doesn't hold up and is incredibly
cumbersome to play by today's standards. Honestly I don't know how this game could have done well back then either.
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Surprisingly fun, it's simple but alltogether with all the dynasties it has a lot of variety. Easy to begin and so entertaining, once
you start playing you just can't stop.

Pros: It is really a lot of fun, it has a lot of different characters with their own style of playing each one and the all stars mode is
just terrific.

Cons: It is more enjoyable with a controller, you can play it and have a lot of fun with the keyboard. But if you do have a
controller you should use it in this game.. deez pecans. First few minutes of game = horrendous and sterile...
Steam, yes you steam... these indie starters are gettin out of hand ain't it...
slippery slope there.... This game has one of the steepest learning curves ever. If you can figure it out, the gameplay is very
satisfying and rewarding.. There's something refreshing about Maggie's Apartment that I can't quite put my finger on.

Something that's important to know going in is that it's a very small, self-contained story. It feels like you're learning just as
much about Maggie and her relationships as you are about the mystery. I'm not going to spoil what happens, but the game
definitely has some interesting commentary on celebrity culture and idolization.

I really like the art style in this. It has kind of an 80's quality to it, for lack of a better description. Lots of highly-saturated colors
and dramatic, rubbery character designs reminiscent of the work of Craig McCracken or David Feiss (the person who animated
this is a Calarts student if you couldn't already tell). I dig the designs of Rascal and Randy in particular- they're both very funny
and memorable. I know it's not a huge deal for point n' click games to be hand-animated, but I think it's honorable here
nonetheless, especially given how much care is given when it comes to basic movements, like climbing onto a couch.

As with many point n' click adventure games, Maggie's Apartment can be a little cryptic sometimes- there are points where you
have to exhaust every single character's dialogue options (sometimes multiple times) to advance the plot. Keep that in mind
particularly when talking to Rascal. The game also doesn't explain this right away, but instead of having an inventory, you just
click and drag objects in the room to other objects. Sometimes both objects are move-able, and sometimes only one, like when
objects need to interact with the window or the Randy poster.

I was kind of hoping the game would have some branching paths, but it appears to be a series of puzzles based around a linear,
predetermined path. This is honestly fine by me- it's a game made by a couple of art students, not programmers. Play this game
for the art, the story, and the comedy, but it's probably not what you want if you're looking for a challenge.. The game was
pretty short, contained quite some bugs (see list at the bottom) but the worst of it is the decreasing challenge. The levels actually
get easier when you progress. I had the feeling the developer didn't do the math and had his levels not tested on shortest routs.
There were levels that you needed to compleet in 24 steps to get three stars, I finished it in 5 steps. That is ridiculous! The
higher the level set the more steps you have to compleet the level on three stars, therefore increasing the number of solutions for
the level, making it easier.

The concept is nice, but the game didn't work it out properly because of the lack of polishing.

Bugs:
- Navigation bugs (when selecting a level set for example, the game just doesn't do anything)
- Freeze on level completion (the red circle gets zoomed in, and thats it, no stars, no menu, nothing)
- Number of stars awarded is sometimes two, although it was definitly within the amount needed for three.
- Visualisation bugs, sometimes the required number of steps for three stars wasn't displayed.
- Achievement bug, I never clicked a black circle, though the achievement suggest I did. I received it when I clicked a regular
circle. . hmmmmm. i need co-op
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